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Title: Cosmic Lotus, Rising  
 
 
Cosmic Lotus, Rising is a seventeen-minute, multi-movement experimental intercultural work for North Indian tabla and 
a fourteen-instrument chamber ensemble. This piece integrates playing styles from cosmopolitan classical music of European 
origin (US tradition), North Indian classical music (Lucknow lineage) and South Indian classical music. In this piece, I focus 
on the poignant image of the lotus flower, which ascends from the murky depths of desire and attachment to bloom in the light 
of realization. As one of India’s most recognizable flowers, the lotus is a symbol of creation and spiritual enlightenment. Its 
long stalk symbolizes the connection with its origins while the flower represents the enlightenment that human beings seek. In 
each movement, I utilize and integrate taal rhythm cycle structures to inform orchestration, melody, and harmony. This piece 
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I. Ripples in the Celestial Pond ....................................................................................      1 
II. From Surface to Sun ................................................................................................ 26 














Percussion 1: [Marimba, Kick Drum, Bass Drum, Low Tom Tom, Congas (2),  
Bongos (2), Brake Drum, Temple Blocks (4)] 
Percussion 2: [Vibraphone, Tam Tam, Nipple Gong, Crash Cymbal, Suspended Cymbal, Splash Cymbal, Seed Rattles, 
Crotales]   




Violin 1 (1) 

































































Glissandi should be played for the duration of the note value it is written from.  
 
Manipulate vibration pattern by following indicated shape. Vibrate as wide as a 
quarter-tone and as slow as 3-4 times a second.   
Vibrate naturally before and after indication unless otherwise indicated.  
 










In measures 59 - 75 of movement I, winds and strings have box notation to denote aleatory. There are two types utilized in this 
piece: 
1. Drone - hold chosen note for duration of breath or bow, then pick new note from given set. 
2. Melodic - play given melody, then vary freely.  
 
Winds  
 ●  ⟶   ○      Transition from normal to breath tone (more air than pitch)  
 














Bols are from Lucknow Gharana, notation system adapted from Shawn Mativetsky and Payton MacDonald.  
Part composed for, prepared with, and edited by Doug Scheurell.  
 
Two Dayan drums are used in this piece - lower E♭ and higher B/C♭  
 
Amplification of the tabla is needed for the performance of this piece.  
 
Brackets indicate the framework of cycle to visualize its duration as you improvise.  
Inform improvisation by context with ensemble and following instructions on how to manipulate material (switch motive 
direction, add rests…) 
 












Abbreviations and Mallets 
 
Kick Drum = K.D. 
 
Bass Drum = B.D. - Played with bass drum mallet  
 
Low Tom = L.T. - Played with drumsticks  
 
Congas = C. - Played with hands  
 
Bongos = B. - Played with hands  
 
Brake Drum = Br. Dr. - Played with drumsticks and triangle beater  
 





Vibraphone (vibr.) - Played with medium soft mallets and bow 
Abbreviations and Mallets 
 
Tam- Tam = T.T.  Scraped with triangle beater and played with soft mallet 
 
Nipple Gong = N.G. - Played with soft mallet 
 
Crash/Suspended/ Splash Cymbals = Cr./Sus./Spl. Cym. - Played with bow and soft mallet  
 
Crotales = Crot. - Played with triangle beater  
 






Abbreviations and Mallets 
 
Tam Tam = T.T. - Played with soft mallet and bass drum mallet 
 
Wind Gong = W.G. - Played with soft mallet 
 
Djembe = Db. - Played with hands and brushes  
 
Guiro = G. - Played with Guiro scraper 
 
Shaker = Shkr. 
 








S.p. = sul ponticello 
S.t. = sul tasto  
L.b.p. = light bow pressure 
N.V. = no vibrato 



























Like Dirt Breathing 
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Hold note for duration of bow, 
then choose new note from set
B
3
Hold note for duration of bow, 
then choose new note from set
?
3
Hold note for duration of bow, 
then choose new note from set
?
3
Hold note for duration of bow, 




























































































































































































































































































Hold note for duration of bow, 
then choose new note from set
increase speed of bow and frequency of notes
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Gradually lose meter and play freely, 
then gradually bring meter back, winding 
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Begin as soon as tabla pattern is evident, 















Repeat until Bongo begins, 
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